
DABUR V S BAIDYANATH

I advice my patients not to use Dabur, Zandu or Baidyanath because their products are not very effective and are a
waste of time and money.

The said provision is a deeming provision which mandates, inter-alia, that copyright in a work shall be
deemed to be infringed, in case, any person without a licence does anything, exclusive right to do which is by
this Act conferred upon the owner of the copyright. It would be too much to expect that persons dealing with
trade marked goods, and relying, as they frequently do, upon marks, should be able to remember the exact
details of the marks upon the goods with which they are in the habit of dealing. Abhishek Malhotra, Adv.
Hence, the channels of trade being different. There is no incremental pricing. Subhashish Dutta of Mudra India
Ltd. May be, no party can have monopoly over a particular colour but if there is substantial reproduction of the
colour combination in the similar order either on the container or packing which over a period has been
imprinted upon the minds of customers it certainly is liable to cause not only confusion but also dilution of
distinctiveness of colour combination. Kolkata-based Baidyanath, which sells nearly products, meanwhile,
says it has no ambition to rival Patanjali, Dabur or Himalaya in the core FMCG segments. The plaintiff has
placed on record large number of documents by way of evidence of promotion and advertisement since
alongwith list CS OS No. June Perfect Ld. It is alleged by the plaintiff that the adoption of impugned
packaging by defendants cannot be bonafide and honest as there are too many similarities which cannot be
matter of co-incidence. No justification was given by the defendant as how to hit upon the new packaging
which his similar to the packaging of the plaintiff. Subhashish Dutta, who is not the owner of copyright
therein. So, what did Patanjali that started in as a small pharmacy in the holy town of Haridwar do differently?
As regard the objections of the defendant are concerned, the same shall have to be considered at the time of
trial. Anchor Health. Justification given by the defendant is totally unacceptable to the Court as the defendant
in the present case has with mala fide made a misrepresentation by using of similar packaging otherwise there
was no occasion by the defendant to use the same being a well known trader in the market. The world of
Ayurveda The Ayurveda system of medicine, which dates back to 5, years, is still extremely relevant. Ltd vs.
The idea is to start Ayurvedic stores across India, and the pilot project started in Mumbai. I am of the view
that as far as other contentions raised by the defendants are concerned, those issues require trial and cannot be
gone into at this stage. Hindustan Rimmer, Delhi. The defendant has filed an affidavit of Mr. The main thrust
of the learned counsel for the defendant is that the plaintiff is not the owner of the copyright. There may be
exception also. That is why in trademark cases even the deceptive similarities are considered sufficient for
infringement of trademark. Ltd , it was observed at Page No. But getting the right combination of raw
materials to make the medicine is difficult. Colour combination is a trade mark within the definition of the
TMM Act as there is no exclusion in the definition. Dutta or any other person who has signed the No objection
certificate is the duly authorized agent of Mudra Communications, hence, even at a prima facie stage, it cannot
be submitted or presumed that such a defective document is a deed of assignment. They are not even ready to
modify the packaging even for small extent, rather when the suggestion was given, they tried more in
attacking the rights of the plaintiff. Reason is simple. Jha, Adv. In some cases the colour is an essential part of
the article as an article whilst in others it is something which is not essential and has been added for some
other reason. The British were also defaming Indian products and medicines. Some of them are reiterated
hereinbelow: i. In case, prima facie, proves a tangible threat by the defendant to trade in the same manner even
incorrectly that would be likely to give rise to deception or confusion. Hence, the work in question could not
be "authored or created" by Mudra Communication. As of there were around , Ayurvedic doctors in the
country; this number remains unchanged till now. In the instant case for unwary, illiterate and gullible
customer, who is as good as non-English knowing purchaser, trade dress in the form of colour combination of
Red and White in that order and proportion is all pertinent and relevant and nothing else. Ask consumers about
our product quality. Some of the key factors favoring the market growth include, increasing demand for
natural and organic products, expanding medical tourism across the globe, rising consumer awareness and
growing demand for ayurvedic cosmetics products.


